
DON BOSCO SCHOOL – RANCHI 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH I 

CLASS III A/B/C 

 

Lesson – The Alphabetical Order. 

 

➢ Learn. 

 

Arrange the articles, present in Rohan’s room, in alphabetical order. 

 

sofa   towel     pillows     books     pens     ball     television     curtain     paper     

stool 

 

ball      

books      

curtain      

paper      

pens      

pillows      

sofa    

Stool 

television      

towel      
 

 

➢ Practise. 

 

A.   Write the names of any ten fruits in alphabetical order. 

Apple 

Banana 

Grapes 

Kiwi 

Litchi 

Mango 

orange  

pineapple 

strawberry 

watermelon 
 

 

B.   Unscramble the names of these animals. 

1.   knoyem  –  monkey   2.   neodyk  – donkey 

3.   peahletn  –  elephant   4.   fowl  – wolf 

5.   xfo  –  fox    6.   gdo  – dog 

7.   egtir –  tiger   8.   nilo  – lion 



9   rabe  – bear    10. bezar  – zebra 

11.   tca  – cat    12. resoh  – horse 

13.   lecma  – camel   14. ffgirae  – giraffe 

15.   birbat  – rabbit   16. toag  – goat 

 

Now write the names of these animals in alphabetical order in your notebook. 

 

Elephant 

Fox 

Monkey 

Tiger 

Bear 

Camel 

Cat 

Dog 

Donkey 

Giraffe 

Goat 

Horse 

Lion 

Rabbit 

Wolf 

Zebra 

 

C.   Here is a list of students from Grade 3 who are going for a picnic. Rewrite 

the list in alphabetical order. 

1. Kaveri.  2. Alice.  3. Rohan.  4. Ritu.  

5. Pooja.  6. Peter.  7. Anuj.  8. Rick.  

9. Amit Rana.  10. Amit Sharma.    11. Anoop.  12. Akshay.  

13. Jyoti.  14. Sharon.  15. Chanakya. 16. Arvin.  

17. Rohit.  18. Sai.  19. Puja.  20. Sarah. 

 

Akshay. 

Alice. 

Amit Rana. 

Amit Sharma.    

Anoop. 

Anuj. 

Arvin. 

Chanakya. 

Jyoti. 

Kaveri. 

Peter. 

Pooja. 

Puja. 

Rick. 



Ritu. 

Rohan. 

Rohit. 

Sai. 

Sarah. 

Sharon. 
 

 

D.   Arrange these groups of words in alphabetical order. 

1.    not  nut   net   nil 

       net nil  not  nut 

2.    able  apple   ache   axe 

       able ache  apple  axe 

3.    hot  hat   hit   hut 

       hat hit  hot  hut 

4.    label  lost   lime   lemon 

       label lemon  lime  lost 

5.    fig  fur   fan   fat 

       fan fat  fig  fur 

6.    mat  math   mall   man 

       mall man  mat  math 

7.    yak  yacht   yummy  yellow 

       yak yacht  yellow  yummy 

8.    ball  bush   bat   base 

       ball base  bat  bush 

9.    dusk  den   done   dame 

       dame den  done  dusk 

10.  orange  oars   oasis   oak 

       oak oars  oasis  orange 

11.  pin  pint   pink   pill 

       pill pin  pink  pint 

12.  cat  call   cash   can 

       call can  cash  cat 

 

➢ Learn. 

 

Identify the word that has been spelled correctly in each of these word pairs. You 

may use a dictionary for this exercise. 

1.   coordinator / coordinater 

Answer: coordinator 

2.   greesy / greasy 

Answer: greasy 

3.   chrystal / crystal 

Answer: crystal 

 



4.   parliament / parlament 

Answer: parliament 

5.   embarrasment / embarrassment 

Answer: embarrassment 

6.   occasion / occassion 

Answer: occasion 

7.   skilfull / skilful 

Answer: skilful 

8.   fulfil / fulfill 

Answer: fulfil 

9.   pshychology / psychology 

Answer: psychology 

10. artifitial / artificial 

Answer: artificial 

 

➢ Practise. 

 

The underlined words in these sentences have more than one meaning. Use a 

dictionary to find their meanings as they are used in the sentence. 

1.   The dog’s bark could be heard from a long distance. 

Answer: bark – the loud sound made by a dog 

2.   The woodpecker makes a hole in the bark for its nest. 

Answer: bark – the outermost layer of a tree 

3.   He can draw beautiful sceneries. 

Answer: draw – to make a picture of something or someone 

4.   My father knows how to draw out the truth if I ever try lying. 

Answer: draw – to take out 

5.   The boy was present on the day of the assessment. 

Answer: present – to be at a place at a given time 

6.   Ritwik gave me a lovely present for my birthday. 

Answer: present – a gift 

7.   We must make a key to explain the map. 

Answer: key – direction to use something 

8.   Sunil used a key to open the door to the hidden passage. 

Answer: key – a device used to open a lock 

9.   He left his city to find a new job. 

Answer: left – to go away 

10.  Aaron is more comfortable using his left hand. 

Answer: left – the opposite of right 

11.  I went to deposit the money in the bank. 

Answer: bank – a place where money is kept 

12.  Tina sat on the river bank. 

Answer: bank – the land along the side of water body 


